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Exploration Task Force

Next Meeting – Q3 XTF meeting 1st September 2021

Agenda
2:00pm – Start

• Introduction, Agenda & Review of Actions 5 min Nick T & Nick R

• Energy Transition 45 min Graham

• Licensing 30 min Ben, Colin & Owain

• Data 15 min Rod, Graham & Nick R

• Technology 10 min Gillian

• Opportunity Maturation 10 min John & Anne-Sophie

• AOB 5 min Nick T & Nick R

4:00pm – Close
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task force2021 XTF Priorities & Initiatives 

PRIORITIES

Energy 
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Licensing Data Technology

Opportunity

Maturation

Initiatives
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Facilitate data release 
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development of NDR

Support delivery of 

OGTC exploration 

projects

Support sustainable hubs 
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The XTF provides leadership and support to UKCS exploration & appraisal activity

MER 

UK Maintaining UKCS Exploration and Appraisal activity and making the most of the UK’s own energy resources 

Delivering a sustainable transition towards Net Zero 2050 and beyond

Task Force Purpose Statement

“Maintaining UKCS Exploration and Appraisal activity, making the most of the UK’s own energy resources in 

support of the transition towards a net zero carbon future and beyond”



Q1 XTF meeting
3rd March

Q2 XTF meeting
2nd June

Q3 XTF meeting/offsite
1st September

Q4 XTF meeting
2nd December

exploration

task force2021 XTF schedule

Key meetings and events

NSTSG = North Sea Transition Steering Group

NSTSG meeting
16th November

NSTSG meeting
17th August

NSTSG meeting
11th May

NSTSG meeting
16th February

Exploration Forum
December TBC

Exploration Forum
July TBC

PROSPEX
14/15 DecPETEX

23-25 Nov

OGUK Exploration

Conference
25-27 May Offshore Europe

7-10 SeptDEVEX2021
7-9 Jun

Seismic2021 
17-21 May

PROSPEX
13/14 Dec

The XTF provides leadership and support to UKCS exploration & appraisal activity

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan FebNov Dec

COP26
1-12 Nov

BEIS Climate Compatibility Checkpoint design

Announce
Early Sept

North Sea Transition Deal

NSTD announced
24 MarchBEIS Licencing Review



Energy Transition priority

Q2 XTF meeting

Jenny Morris (Harbour)

John Underhill (Heriot-Watt University)

Keith Wise (OGUK)

Graham Goffey (Soliton) 2nd June 2021



Tasks

❑ Compile and publish Phase 2 information packs:

o ‘Responsible investing in a low-carbon future’

o ‘Essential geoscience skills for a low-carbon future’

❑ Continue to promote Phase 1 (2020) publication ‘Exploration in a low-carbon 
future’ to all relevant stakeholders

❑ Develop and execute communication/engagement plan on above

Key Stakeholders

▪ OGA, BEIS, Scottish Government, OGUK, OGIA, policy makers, academic 
institutions (HEIs, schools and students)

XTF Leads

▪ Jenny Morris

▪ John Underhill

▪ Keith Wise 

▪ Graham Goffey

Making the most of the UK’s own energy resources towards a net zero carbon future and beyond

exploration

task forcePriority 1: Energy Transition
Key Initiative: Ensuring the case for continued UKCS exploration is made 



Licensing priority 

Q2 XTF meeting

Colin Percival (Athena Exploration)

Ben Hillier (Shell)

Keith Wise (OGUK)

Owain Tucker (Shell) 2nd June 2021



Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours

exploration

task forcePriority 2: Licensing
Key Initiative: Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours

Tasks

❑ Implement updates to JOA Standard Agreement to reflect the Innovate Licence 

❑ LARRY and Marks Scheme: ensure recommendations are considered and 
implemented by OGA ahead of 33rd Licensing Round. Assist in delivery of a new 
licensing system covering oil and gas and CCUS if sanctioned

❑ New licensing portal
❑ Marks scheme update and inclusion of CCUS
❑ Guidance Update
❑ Inclusion of checkpoints for alignment with net zero

❑ Continue to support BEIS licensing review process

Key Stakeholders

▪ OGA, OGUK (incl. Commercial Managers and Legal Forum), OGIA 

XTF Leads

▪ Colin Percival 

▪ Ben Hillier

▪ Keith Wise                                                                     Owain Tucker (CCS) 



North Sea Transition Deal – 24 March 2021

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours

“The UK government will therefore introduce a new Climate 
Compatibility Checkpoint before each future oil and gas licensing 
round to ensure licences awarded are aligned with wider climate 
objectives, including net-zero emissions by 2050, and the UK’s 
diverse energy supply. This Checkpoint will use the latest evidence, 
looking at domestic demand for oil and gas, the sector’s projected 
production levels, the increasing prevalence of clean technologies 
such as offshore wind and carbon capture, and the sector’s 
continued progress against its ambitious emissions reduction 
targets”

Press release: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/north-sea-
deal-to-protect-jobs-in-green-energy-transition

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/north-sea-deal-to-protect-jobs-in-green-energy-transition


North Sea Transition Deal – 24 March 2021

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours

“The UK government believes it is vital that any future licenses are 
granted to industry only on the basis that they are compatible with 
the UK’s climate change objectives. A dynamic checkpoint enables 
the assessment of ongoing domestic need for oil and gas, while 
expecting concrete action from the sector on decarbonisation. If the 
evidence suggests that a future licensing round would undermine 
the UK’s climate goals or delivery of Net Zero, it will not go ahead. 
The UK government will design and implement the checkpoint by the 
end of 2021 through extensive engagement with a wide range of 
stakeholders”

Press release: https://www.gov.uk/government/news/north-sea-
deal-to-protect-jobs-in-green-energy-transition

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/north-sea-deal-to-protect-jobs-in-green-energy-transition


BEIS licensing round table 22/2/21 policy packages

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours



BEIS Climate Compatibility Checkpoint development process

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours



Climate Compatibility Checkpoint - XTF view

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours

▪ Likely to be based on:

▪ Projections of UK oil and gas demand and production

▪ UK oil and gas environmental performance against targets

▪ Emissions intensity – domestic production vs imports, impact of exploration success

▪ Potential issues/opportunities

▪ What projections and metrics to use?

▪ Sending a positive message for oil and gas and associated skills and jobs on the path 
to Net Zero rather than a negative one i.e. key enablers of a just and orderly 
transition to Net Zero basin by 2050



Climate Compatibility Checkpoint - XTF recommendations

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours

1. Predictable – need a reasonable time horizon (ca. 5 years) between checkpoints similar to 
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) process

2. Investor confidence – certainty and ability to plan activity with sufficient lead time

3. Evidence Based/ Data Driven – Clear simple criteria

4. Transparent – available in the public domain and subject to scrutiny

5. Alignment with Net Zero basin 2050 schedule – not alternative/intermediate targets

6. Demonstrable positive impact on CCS capabilities

7. Holistic view of activity, rather than by individual line item

8. Set a standard for other countries/basins to follow

9. Direction of travel consistent with a Just and Orderly Transition



Climate Compatibility Checkpoint - XTF recommendations

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours

1. Predictable – need a reasonable time horizon (ca. 5 years) between 
checkpoints similar to Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) 
process

2. Investor confidence – certainty and ability to plan activity with 
sufficient lead time

3. Evidence Based/ Data Driven – Clear simple criteria

4. Transparent – available in the public domain and subject to scrutiny

5. Alignment with Net Zero basin 2050 schedule – not 
alternative/intermediate targets

6. Demonstrable positive impact on CCS capabilities

7. Holistic view of activity, rather than by individual line item

8. Set a standard for other countries/basins to follow

9. Direction of travel consistent with a Just and Orderly Transition
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E&A for CO2 storage sites

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours

▪ Hydrocarbon experience tells us that a healthy funnel of E&A projects is needed to underpin a competitive 
and productive basin.

▪ The development of storage in the UK underlines this point, 5/42 (Endurance: NEP) was drilled using EEPR funds, 
Goldeneye (Acorn) was a depleted field and was matured in the UK CCS competition … and so on. 

▪ This paper will outline

▪ Need for storage maturation to underpin the UK CCC CCS funnel: what is happening now?

▪ Technical needs/options for E&A, and other data sources: links to SPE SRMS and SRLs

▪ Funding need/options/models for maturation to “Contingent” resource category

▪ Key Audiences

▪ BEIS, TCE, TCE (Scotland), OGA; links to T&S business models

▪ Timing & review

▪ Draft report (summary and background) – drafted by Owain Tucker & Ben Hillier

▪ Circulation for peer review before Q3 XTF meeting in September

▪ Approval at Q3 XTF (September)

TOR: Position paper



E&A for CO2 storage sites

Promote & encourage collaborative commercial behaviours

Possible TOC

“A position paper on the options and issues facing the UK in terms of 
how we go about exploring and appraising our UK carbon storage sites”

Key Messages and summary (1 page?)

Context of storage resource requirement
• What the current CCC aspirations require, link to clusters

• Uncertainty and risks and exposure to policy and carbon price

• Ref: ZEP & Vivd material on CO2 storage – phases of development of CCS

What has been achieved in the UK to date

• UK SAP, UK Strategic Storage Appraisal Project – these have identified 
prospective resources

• What do projects need to have in place to underpin investments in 
storage?

• Need aspects covering
• SPE Storage Resource Maturation System and ALIGN CCS Storage Readiness 

Levels

• Explain how to mature resources from “Prospective” to “Capacity”

• Examples of mature resources: 5/42 and Goldeneye, what makes them mature?

• What is the ask from a store – confidence in plateau rates (P90 storage = P50 
emitter forecast)

• What are the steps in exploration for storage?

• What constitutes a discovery?

• What are the pitfalls in storage resource maturation? 

What is required to underpin the UK project funnel?

• Level of exploration: seismic (acquisition or reprocessing); cored and tested 
wells 

• Underpinned by: well isolation database and ultimately forensic well 
evaluation for prospective areas; 

• Formation water chemistry; aquifer connectivity data; other data?

Options for maturing storage to Contingent category

• Incentives for drilling CCS exploration wells

• Pre-competitive exploration?

• Portfolio of discoveries?

• Grant funding? 

• License award rounds?

• Interaction with RAB and TPA into the RAB infrastructure, setting tariff 
levels, gaining access to CO2 streams …

And any others that are relevant …

• Perhaps drill wells to demonstrate that areas are not good for carbon 
storage: open the average for other users

• Forensic well analysis – a digi project?



Data priority

Q2 XTF meeting

Rod Crawford (Zennor Petroleum)

Graham Turner (TGS)

Russell Reekie (NEO)

Nick Richardson (OGA, on behalf of NDR) 2nd June 2021



Facilitate data release & support development of best in class NDR

exploration

task forcePriority 3: Data
Key Initiative: Facilitate data release and support continued development of NDR

Tasks

❑ Communicate data release issues to all stakeholders

❑ Identify and promote additional data types to be included in NDR

o Seismic field data and merged navigation datasets

o Production data (by well & reservoir)

o Static and dynamic field models

o Consider what is needed for emergent CO2 storage industry

❑ Communicate issues & opportunities from industry to NDR via NDR steering 
group

Key Stakeholders

▪ OGA, Digital Energy Platform Advisory Committee , NDR Users, IAGC, OGUK, 
OGIA, Asset Stewardship Task Force, Wells Task Force

XTF Leads

▪ Rod Crawford 

▪ Graham Turner

▪ Russell Reekie



Task: Facilitate data access

Facilitate data release & support development of best in class NDR

▪ OGA Data Centre continues to offer more tools to view and access data 

▪ Oil and Gas Authority: OGA launches GIS virtual gallery of apps to make data more accessible
▪ Various dashboards within a GIS platform

▪ These tools facilitate easy access to licences, wells, seismic, relinquishment reports and production data etc.

▪ A smart front end,  open to the public with the potential to access all data held within the NDR

▪ The NDR is a significant resource already but is the current content sufficient to prepare for the future?

▪ The future is continued E&A, maximising low CO₂ production, CCS, supporting hydrogen generation and other 
alternative energy and an ever greener environment 

▪ The NDR does not have sufficient breadth
▪ In needs fundamental, irreplaceable data such as 

▪ bio-strat data 

▪ dynamic data from all our fields and particularly the now depleted giants   

▪ Should the industry donate this old data to the NDR?

https://www.ogauthority.co.uk/news-publications/news/2021/oga-launches-gis-virtual-gallery-of-apps-to-make-data-more-accessible/


Task: Communicate data release issues to all stakeholders

Facilitate data release & support development of best in class NDR

▪ Seismic field data – previous comments from XTF meetings

▪ The process of the release as described:
▪ Works well for proprietary data

▪ Direct contact with multi-client data owners currently remains quickest route

▪ Seismic Data Release mechanism for MC datasets continues to result in delays in accessing data for operators

▪ IAGC has provided feedback on the Data Release mechanism to OGA

▪ Discussion Points:

▪ How can we help to resolve some of these seismic data release issues?

▪ New reporting guidelines related to NDRv2 rumoured to be coming out in June



NDR update

Facilitate data release & support development of best in class NDR
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NDR update

Facilitate data release & support development of best in class NDR

Major accomplishments so far include:
• “Dual Cloud” repository – a resilient national archive

• MS Azure as the primary NDR “active store”

• AWS for multi site, multi vendor resilience

• 1 x end user task uploads data to both clouds

• Designed with scalability in mind

• Authentication components

• Designed and built – planning UAT

• >80% future company Administrators confirmed

• Aligned to GIAA security principles (password complexity & expiry, domain validation by company) 

• Data Migration – Bulk transfer of 830 TB delivered and validated (SHA512) – uploading to the cloud(s)

• Association with initial transferred metadata – Soft freeze delta and final metadata exports delivered
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NDR update

Facilitate data release & support development of best in class NDR

9th June – NDR User Group

• Entitlement to protected information

• Machine to Machine access

• Registration Form for Teams Meeting

Training and awareness sessions for licensees

• Online events

• Recorded for those who cannot attend

• Reference documentation

• In application & in context help tools

Service transition 30th June 

• URL switches from the current service

• Current system is offline to all users

1st July – Launch to licensees

• Administration of company user accounts

• Review of company owned information

• Familiarisation and onboarding

• “Bubble Support” for the initial weeks

Licensees will be able to:

• Access and visualise data & documents in the browser 
(wellbores and surveys)

• Report wellbore and seismic data using new “systems 
of engagement”

• Leverage incorporated Data Quality Controls that apply 
requirements and standards

• Download up to 3 TB per month per company before 
fees apply

https://forms.office.com/r/k5fjniKVJX


Technology priority

Q2 XTF meeting

Gillian White (OGTC)

Mohamed-Amine Soudani (Total)

2nd June 2021



Support OGTC exploration projects

exploration

task forcePriority 4: Technology
Key Initiative: Support delivery of OGTC exploration projects

Tasks

❑ Support delivery of the 10 exploration related OGTC technology projects

❑ Promote adoption of these technologies by industry and seek feedback

❑ Lessons learned on NNS Machine Learning project

Key Stakeholders

▪ OGTC, TLB, OGA, OGUK, OGIA 

XTF Leads

▪ Mohamed-Amine Soudani

▪ Gillian White

Completed

in 2020

Ongoing 

in 2021



NNS data

Support OGTC exploration projects

Competition

• Technical challenges

• CCUS

• Overburden

• Well abandonment

• Link to seismic attributes

• Cuttings & core and other unstructured data

• Geothermal

• Saline aquifer characterisation   

• Practical



• Re-use and re-purpose (data, licenses)

• Geothermal offshore

• Showcase - vendors

Net Zero Exploration

Support OGTC exploration projects



Alison Isherwood Diploma – skills Q’s

Support OGTC exploration projects



Opportunity Maturation priority

Q2 XTF meeting

John Colleran

Anne-Sophie Cyteval (Spirit)

Graham Goffey (Soliton)

2nd June 2021



Supporting sustainable hubs, implementation of area plans

exploration

task forcePriority 5: Opportunity Maturation 
Key Initiative: Support sustainable hubs and implemented area plans

Tasks

❑ Collaborate with the Reserves Progression task group to develop a common 
approach around hub strategies and area plans

❑ Review Reserves Progression Self Verification Tool and seek feedback from 
industry users 

❑ Encourage and promote new hub or play based Special Interest Groups

Key Stakeholders

▪ OGA, OGUK, OGIA, MER UK Asset Stewardship Task Force

XTF Leads

▪ John Colleran

▪ Anne-Sophie Cyteval

▪ Graham Goffey



Reserves Progression

Supporting sustainable hubs, implementation of area plans

John Colleran attended Reserves Progression Group meeting in April

• Review and feedback (from Exploration perspective) provided on Reserves Progression Tool (next slide)

• Clear linkage and common ground between the 2 groups and a need for inclusion of exploration thinking within 
the RPTG

• Further 2 way collaboration recommended

Review of Reserves Progression Self Verification Tool 

• Opportunity characterisation - risk clarification, extending this through to exploration opportunities is valuable 
and helps to think about exploration opportunities in integrated way .

• Resource progression – increase/improve cross disciplinary reviews - earlier application.

• Business case – hub strategies exist and getting exploration opportunities included is key but it is difficult to get 
agreement across JVs. (Link to Commercial Mgrs forum). Better resource planning needed to demonstrate full 
value potential and enable securing the right resources at the right time.

• Value engineering - Need to get better at knowledge sharing both within companies and between companies.

• Discussion around hub strategies and how should have a place within Task Force meetings but unsure where to 
have most impact. More within policy side and energy transition?



Other topics

Supporting sustainable hubs, implementation of area plans

Potential Core Project

• After early discussion around possible scope with OGA, progress has stalled

• Discussion/ decision required at today’s meeting on either STOP or a way forward

Future Licence Rounds

• Discussion needed today how to be able to effectively plan to mature opportunities (especially from hub perspective) 
for future licence rounds. What will future licence round requirements be? (with energy transition in mind)



2nd June 2021

AOB

Q2 XTF meeting

Next Meeting – Q3 XTF meeting 1st September 2021



Q1 XTF meeting
3rd March

Q2 XTF meeting
2nd June

Q3 XTF meeting/offsite
1st September

Q4 XTF meeting
2nd December

exploration

task force2021 XTF schedule

Key meetings and events

NSTSG = North Sea Transition Steering Group
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The XTF provides leadership and support to UKCS exploration & appraisal activity
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